Introduction
Transcription is the first and key stage of an intricate multilevel process of gene expression. An avalanche of experimental data on the transcription level of gene expression regulation brings about an exigent need to develop computer databases for arrangement, storage, and use of the information obtained. The Transcription Regulatory Regions Database (TRRD), developed at the Institute of Cytology and Genetics SB RAS (Novosibirsk), provides an integrated description of transcription regulation of eukaryotic genes transcribed by RNA POL II. TRRD complies the information on structure-function organization of extended transcription regulatory regions, which may include several hierarchical levels. Transcription factor binding sites, described in TRRDSITES, belong to regulatory elements of the first level. Functionally related sets of sites compose regulatory units (promoters, enhancers, and silencers), representing the next level of regulation (described in TRRDUNITS). Note that regulatory units may be localized to different gene regions: 5'-flanking, 3'-flanking, exons, and introns. Locus control regions (LCR) form the next regulatory level. LCRs are responsible for concerted expression of several genes within one locus and may contain several regulatory units (enhancers, positive, or negative regulatory regions) and transcription factor binding sites. The database TRRDLCR contains the structure-function characteristics of LCRs. TRRDEXP comprises the data on qualitative distinctive features of gene expression in any organs, tissues, cell types, and cell lines in a form of expression patterns. The database TRRDFACTORS compiles the information on the transcription factors interacting with binding sites. An entry of TRRD corresponds to a particular gene. All the pieces of general information on genes together with hierarchically organized presentation of all the regulatory elements are accumulated in TRRDGENES. All the information is inputted into the database by experts in biology basing on analysis and annotation of papers reporting experimental data. Each type of experiment is designated with specific digital code, indicated in the fields ExperimentCodes (AG) of the databases TRRDGENES, TRRDSITES, and TRRDUNITS. All the bibliographic information is available in TRRDBIB.
Methods and Algorithms
The formats of TRRD releases 4.1 and 4.2 are described in Kolchanov et al., 2000) ; the formats of new databases TRRDLCR and TRRDUNITS as well as new fields supplemented to TRRDSITES (TRRD release 6.0), in (Kolchanov et al., 2002) . Syntactic and semantic analyses using original programs accompany the data input into TRRD. The former program-TRRD-INPUT, realized in Visual FoxPro 5.0 using OLE technology and ActiveX elements (Ananko et al., 1998)-checks the inputted terms for their compliance with the controlled vocabularies. The latter program-TRRD-Pars, realized in Visual C++ medium-verifies in a dynamic mode the information on nucleotide sequences and positions of transcription factor binding sites from TRRDSITES using the sequences from EMBL/GenBank referred to in TRRD. Another function of the program TRRD-Pars is automated generation of a block of fields in the database TRRDUNITS containing nucleotide sequences of regulatory units retrieving the necessary information from TRRD and EMBL/GenBank. These fields are generated through comparing the corresponding data in TRRDGENES, TRRDSITES, and EMBL/GenBank including several stages. At the first stage, the starting point used for describing a regulatory unit in question in TRRDGENES (transcription start, translation start, or beginning of the sequence) is considered. The data on positions of sites in EMBL/GenBank sequence and their distance from the starting point is used to determine the position of the starting point in EMBL/GenBank sequence (Fig. 1a) . At the second stage, the regulatory unit in question is localized and the corresponding
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region of EMBL/GenBank sequence is extracted using the position of the starting point found in combination with annotated data on the positions of the regulatory unit bounds relative to the starting point (Fig. 1b) Within TRRD, the following topic sections are developed, uniting genes according to their functional characteristics: Heat Shock-Induced Genes (HS-TRRD), comprising 106 entries; Interferon-Inducible Genes (IIG-TRRD), 114 entries; Erythroid-Specific Regulated Genes (ESRG-TRRD), 66 entries; Genes of Lipid Metabolism (LM-TRRD), 103 entries; Endocrine System Transcription Regulatory Regions Database (ES-TRRD), 124 entries; Glucocorticoid-Regulated Genes (GR-TRRD), 64 entries; Plant Genes (PLANT-TRRD), 136 entries; Cell Cycle-Dependent Genes (CYCLE-TRRD), 55 entries; and Redox-Sensitive Genes (ROS-TRRD), 81 entries. The visualization system TRRD-Viewer was supplemented with additional options compared with the previous version . The new version of TRRD-Viewer (Kolchanov et al., 2002 ) provides a quicker loading and increased processing power of graphical tools compared with the previous version. Operation of the TRRD-Viewer is shown by the example of human CYP7 gene regulatory regions (Fig. 2) . Data search in TRRD. SRS (Sequence Retrieval System) is the major tool for searching TRRD for the data of interest using key words. The total number of indexed fields available for the SRS-based search amounts to 131 (Table) . The search for genes of interest according to their names using browsers is also provided. A quick access to the genes from the topic sections listed above is available via the corresponding TRRD sections. 
Discussion
Several databases compiling the information on various aspects of eukaryotic gene transcription regulation-EPD, TRANSFAC, and COMPEL-are now available. However, neither of them provides an integrated description of transcription regulation. TRRD is a unique database, as it contains simultaneously the data obtained while studying extended regulatory regions, transcription factor binding sites, and specific expression patterns of various eukaryotic genes. The informational system TRRD comprises over 130 indexed fields (Table 1) 
